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Maybe this isn't exactly what you thought it it'd be, 
Maybe this is just the thing you've been needing.
Now don't you go that far before you take the very
plunge
That soaked your clothes and left you freezing cold.
You're freezing cold

The last, the last thing you remembered before you
lost your heart
Was how it felt to watch her break it.
The very best that you could do was before
Was to keep the things you felt and saw inside you.
But this is not the same thing

Everything's just the way you left it, 
Who knew this pulse had any beat beat beat left in it?
Beat beat beat beat it's getting faster this double
thump
Intends to beat these boundaries down down down
down you can hear them fall

Hey! Hey! So sweet she could rot your teeth leave you
lying through your gums.
You better bite your lip while you still have the chance.
Why don't you think about this first before you can't
forget about it.
You could do it now or wait to hate to think about it.
Leave her crying at the door.
Turn around but drive right on by

Well everything's just the way you left it, 
Who knew this pulse had any beat beat beat left in it?
Beat beat beat beat it's getting faster this double
thump
Intends to beat these boundaries down

Hey! Hey! So sweet she could rot your teeth leave you
lying through your gums.
You better bite your lip while you still have the chance.
Why don't you think about this first before you can't
forget about it.
You could do it now or wait to hate to think about it.
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Leave her crying at the door.
Turn around but drive right on by

The last, the last thing that I remember before I lost my
heart
Was how it felt when it stopped beat beat beating

Beating

Hey! Hey! So sweet she could rot your teeth leave you
lying through your gums.
You better bite your lip while you still have the chance.
Why don't you think about this first before you can't
forget about it.
You could do it now or wait to hate to think about it.
Leave her crying at the door.
Turn around but drive right on by

You can hear them fall
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